JUNIOR ANNUAL
Seniors who have made application for engine fleet play. The candidates will be arrayed on the field at 10 a.m. on Tuesday even-
ning, Wednesday, women, 10 a.m.

ARRANGE LENTRY CARE SCHEDULE FOR RED AND BLUE JUNIOR VARSITY

Penniman Elected to Carnegie Board
President Honored at Meeting of Founda-
tion Officers in New York City

President Penniman has been elected to the Carnegie Board. President Penniman, according to word received from the Carnegie Board, will attend the meeting of the Officers of the organization which is to be held on Monday afternoon, November 9, at the Hotel St. George, New York City. The Foundation was founded for the purpose of aiding in the advancement of education in the United States. Penniman is a New York State Institute and is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Carnegie Institute. The Board of Trustees has recently announced that Professor Penniman will be elected to the Carnegie Board.
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OWN MAKE - ALWAYS FRESH

MARKET

No matter your size -- your exact fit is guaranteed here.

College men will appreciate the remarkable value in these hand

Phone Baring 1318

Worth

Coat and

STETSON HATS

Styled for young men

TUXEDO SUITS

signing and careful workmanship

Lit Brothers

Philadelphia

MARKET SEVENTH

FLIBERT EIGHTH

No take No. 40 Car to 5th and Lombard St.
Walk a square south
PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors
1115 Walnut Street

SUCCESS!
Many of our customers have told us that we have raised our prices, in a very definite way to achieve success in life.
These men say that first impressions count for much in business and that per-
sonal appearance is the basis of first im-
pressions.
That is where we have been able to help with carefully tailored, good looking and
well fitting suits which make their wearer appear of his best, put him at ease and give him confidence.
Prices are moderate. May we be of
service to you?

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself
P.

Pay By The Mile
Drive-It-Yourself Co.
1830 Market St.
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Our soccer team of championship calibre

The Pennsylvania

C. EDWIN PETERSSEN, M. S. JOSEPH STALL

Our soccer team of championship calibre has again developed a team of which we may be proud. Much credit is due the most outstanding member of the soccer world and the men who have made our earlier record deserving of our current praze.

Pennsylvania has won its championship.

---

ONE PHASE OF THE TICKET PROBLEM

Leslie Brown long time moving slowly up to the door of the Council on Athletics yesterday showed that a student asks the same question every year. The game was programed. For any student who wanted to purchase a couple of codes for the game and who had not already procured them through the usual method of obtaining the program boards by open--that of taking his piece in the line and waiting for its return at the ticket window. This took on the average of two hours. If classes interfered, the student faced the alternative of cutting or missing his opportunity of buying tickets.

Two clerks in the A. S. office had the task of dispensing the few remaining tickets to the number of students who came in line. Classes, of course, had to be cut, because there was no assurance that the tickets would last until the afternoon.

The fact that the clerks had to make a selection of understandable tickets in order to check them up on the two clerks was a condition of which these students were given an excuse for the delay and confusion that prevailed yesterday.

The purpose of this article is to point out difficulties without offering any remedy. When such a condition is so apparent we are of the opinion that a little publicity may effect a remedy in the future. Why not use the ideas conception string for the student body? Apparently, the usual system of securing tickets is working well and there is no reason to believe that it would not operate the connection between the student and the ticket office smoothly so that they couldn't be dissatisfied entirely.

The Pennsylvania results reparing the shortage:

The Penn State footballers, we know, are going down to this game with an emphasis to put up a fight and the Green backs were well put up a fight and the Green backs and the other old school had to be in the line. It must be, The Pennsylvania.

Preston 15°5 — Telephones — Wyoming 0382

The Florsheim Shoe

FOR COLLEGE MEN

1723 Chestnut St.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1921

The Pennsylvania

Looks like a hard winter for the Volunteers, with no football games from now on. The game could always be called on for at least one column before and after, but with this old rain that is taken from us, none will have to go back to the Woodland Avenue, again being students, the old and the young favorites.

The report has come in that some of the students standing in that line at the A. S. office read yesterday's column. They had worked out all of the cross-purposes they could find, but read all of the town in The Florsheim, and having tried of discussing the weather with the assistant--but had actually read our daily office. Business is picking up,

In the future the line should be led through all of the drug stores and restaurants on the road so that the students could keep an eye on the good physical condition for the future.

---

A meeting in a taxicab yesterday was held to decide. Another choosing resulted from not knowing it was already in progress.

The ship which arranges the reading matter for the Houston Club Parenten room apparently read that article you recently learned that the intelligence of the average student is non-existent. The Pennsylvania scouts representing the Dart and Franklin teams are in the condition to fill the file by the Florsheim.

We hope that in Freedman are enjoying the civic cent-out.

The furnished premises of the press are on the basis of College Mill had always been more or less of a mystery to us until at last revealed by a methodistic. after the game and before the graders cracked its up and put it in the dressing rooms. Every day in this condition one of the die hard reader was able to get a cool drink.

It certainly is surprising how quickly the attention to the bulletin board in the barbecue on the wood back about a is still unsatisfied. Last night we put up a clue that we had a table set for sale, and just as we put back our column a clap the peculiarities of his was in a position to supply the outside wunder.
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Surplus & Undivided Profits $189,750
Capital $500,000
Drovers and Merchants
7.00  VnunK Peoples Society,
8:00—Thursday  Service, A
12 oo  Btudenta  Daia inslon Group
7.00    THH   PEOPLES   SERVICE    A
12 oo   Btudenta  Dlai inslon Group
of 40th
Promplb
TICKETS   STILL   ON   SALE
The Drovers and Merchants
National Bank
Opp. West Phil. Station P. R. R.
CHESTER AVENUE OFFICE
3317 Chester Avenue

Chester Street Baptist Church
Chestnut & Berks Streets

The Baptist Temple
Broad and States Streets

All University students are cordially invited to BURLASS M-CON
WELL Sunday 1:30 a.m. and 7:45
p.

School of Christian Education 1:30
p

The Chapel of the Transfiguration
Wood Avenue

St. James's Church
22 and Walnut Streets

Sunday Services
9 a.m., 11 a.m. 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Work Day Services
7:30 a.m., 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Students Always Welcome.

Lutheran Church
of the Holy Communion
Church School 1:30 p.m.
Rev. J. Hoover, B. D., Pastor
9:45 A.M. Church School.
11:00 A. M. Service, Subject: "A
Regulation for Truth"
5:00 P. M. Youth People's Meeting
7:00 P. M. Service, Thank offering
Meeting in Charge of the Women's Missionary Society
Thanksgiving Day Service Thursday at
11 a.m.

No Cross Words

Plenty of Puzzles

In A C.A. Job
Try Your Hand

The pen
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of the alumni for each occurrence.
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Students Cordially Welcomed

Second Presbyterian Church
23rd and Walnut Streets

Robert W. T. Bridger, Organist and

Choir Director.

7.30 P.M. "Loyallty"
Redding, mezzo-soprano;
Paul Breedy, tenor; Donald V.
Ruddick, bass.
9.00 P.M. "Loyality"

Wm. Sylvano Thunder, Organist and

from Mendelson's "Eth-

students will give a miscellaneous Pro-

Students Cordially Welcomed

How to cot  tn No,

CASHIER

Otto M. Smith

M. GELLER

Collegiate Style Clothes

7 North 40th St.

have

The Campus Shop

F. Reed's Standard of

Fine fabrics in unusually attractive patterns and col-

First Reformed Church
50th and Locust Streets

Hire A Ford
Drive it yourself

Chester and Walnut Streets

CASHIER
Charles V. Molan

The Presbyterian Book

3500 West

Bymber's specialty.
6. The world's most beautiful woman.
7. Fancy name for a pet.
8. Prefix that follows "N."
9. A French drink
11. It's on certain celebrations
12. Holy Communion, designating the Kaiser's relation to God.
14. Abbreviation of the inventor of domestic

Cubicle or —

19. Attention please.
20. To get into

50th and Locust Streets

Robert W. T. Bridger, Organist and

Choir Director.

11 A. M. "The Meaning of Inspiration."
1:45 P.M. Sunday School
7:00 P.M. Christmas Entertainment
7:30 P.M. Special Musical Service
Applications from Mendelson's "Eth-
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Students Cordially Welcomed

How to cot  tn No,

CASHIER

Otto M. Smith

M. GELLER

Collegiate Style Clothes

7 North 40th St.

22-40 pounds of Good, Clean
Coal to every ton

Service, Quality and Prices that are Right.
Special Consideration given to Fraternity Houses
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Suppose—Nobody Cared?

GLENN WARNER
Stanford football player whose team
must Andy Smith's signals today for the
Pacific Coast championship.

PACIFIC COAST TITLE DEPENDS
ON CALIF.-SANFORD GAME

Continued from Page Three

Andy Smith and his warriors must en
point to emerging victors after the Car
dinal fracas. If they do so, their post
season gain against the still undefeated
Pennsylvania team of the East, on Jan
uary 1 in the Memorial Stadium, will take
on a greater aspect as an international
contest.

Comparing some of the relative rank
and scrutinizing statistics of the Car
dinals and Bruins, statistics show that the
Red and White have the advantage over
the Bears in yards gained from scrum
men, while the Blue and Gold eclipses
the Cards in puntting. This, of cause, is
greatly due to the much smaller amount of fa
tball, which consists of playing a trickier
game.

During this season to date the Bruins
have made 1742 yards from scrummen,
in seven games, against the opponents' 246
yards. In six games Stanford has suc
ceeded in making 1741 yards from scrum
men, while its opponents have made but 814
yards. This seems to give the Cards a duellistic advantage in de
fensive work as well as an advantage in the off
set.

In passing, it may be mentioned that in the big game, Cali
fornia has only made 341 yards, while
they Buenos. Oklahoma and California have
been the most consistent gainers for Stanford, although Nevers, those
greatest action has been out of the great
most of the season. We return to the Stan
ford-California strife should have a
grateful end on the first result.

In the puntting end of the game there is
a different story to tell. The California
eleven in the seven games that have been
played this season has averaged for a total
of 2944 yards against the opponents’ tally
of 2726 yards.

The fact that Stanford variety has been
outweighed in their six games of this
season in the matter of puntting may have a
great bearing on the Bears' play in the big game. Stanford has punting 246
yards, while their opponents have made
2303 yards. Jimmy Day has been puntting
well for California during this season, and
will doubtless do a great deal of work in this department of the game in his
affair. Cleveland has been doing the
bulk of the puntting for the Cardinals, but
with the return of Nevers to the game, Stan
ford's wonder man may lie all along.

In this department of the game, the
Cards in punting. This, of cause, is
made for Stanford most yard-

Strenuous Work!

After strenuous exercise of any sort, what
a relief to get under the shower—and
then a rub-down with Mifflin Alkohol!

Tired muscles are eased and soothed, nerves are quieted, the whole body is rel
axed, comforted.

Of course, Mifflin Alkohol has dozens of
other daily uses!

Fine to soften the beard, before shaving; to cool and soothe the skin, AFTER shaving. Splendid relief for tired, aching feet; great for sunburn; an efficient antiseptic and germicide.

Mifflin Alkohol is denatured by a formula
which actually improves it for external use. College teams and many other athletic
organizations use Mifflin Alkohol regu
larly. Be sure YOU get MIFFLIN—in the
handy-grip one-pint bottles as illustrated.

Mifflin Chemical Corporation

MIFFLIN ALKOHOL
the external tonic
AT ALL GOOD DRUG STORES
Al Kranz, punting from thirty-five yard line in muddy defensive battle with Penn State that resulted in a 0-0 deadlock.

Artie, right end on the Nittany aggregation, is vainly attempting to block the wet, slippery ball.

Bill Coleman, who wears the big number 5, and plays a stellar game at guard for the Red and Blue team, recovered two fumbles in the game with Penn State.

Homer Hazel of Rutgers is a fullback, defensive tackle, punter and passer extraordinarily, weighs 220 pounds, and was selected to fill a wing position on Walter Camp's All-American team in 1923.

University crew beating out Princeton eight by a length and a half of open water. This picture was snapped at the informal race held on Lake Carnegie on Friday, November 14.
Crowding Them Out!

After the Lafayette Victory Flitz '26 met a Girl who awakened in him the Peculiar Thrill of Conquest.

She was at the House with one of the other Brothers, but Flitz '26 had little trouble in Monopolizing Her.

On other evenings it proved to be a different story, yet Flitz has outdistanced the other Fellow one by one and is now ready to capture another Beauty—using the same old methods but entirely new Clothes, for Flitz appreciates Variety in everything.

That's why he buys his Clothes here.

PERRY'S
16th AND CHESTNUT
UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
THE PENNSYLVANIAN PICTORIAL SUPPLEMENT, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1924

"Jimmy" Downs, University center halfback, practicing penalty kicking on River Field.

The Coaches Insist
upon
"Pure Milk"
That is the reason why
SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES
GOLD MEDAL MILK
is served at
the training table

Go Out
And Root For
PENN

The Campus Shop

Haberdashery
and
Clothing

STORES
for
MEN

3649-51
WOODLAND AVE.

get out
your pencil
Check off these items
to make sure that you
are ready for whatever may come during Junior week.
This is a good time to give our stocks the once over. There's always something new at Guilford's, better have a look right now.

Don't forget—Guilford's is headquarters for Junior Cane special

CORDUROY TROUSERS
light and Oxford gray

$6.00

Keep all your clothes pressed. Buy a ticket—five suits for $1.00

Browning King & Co.

ESTABLISHED 185 YEARS

The REDFERN

As the newest in English models the "Redfern" is presented this Fall by Browning King's English Designer.

THIRTY-FIVE TO FIFTY-FIVE DOLLARS

COLLEGE SHOP:
3709 Spruce St.

MAIN STORE:
1524-26 Chestnut St.
THE PENNSYLVANIAN PICTORIAL SUPPLEMENT, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1924

"Golden Rule Service"
AT THE
CO-OP
Established to Save the University Student Money

CHARLES H. CLARK
Oregon 1533
Main 5891
108 DICKINSON ST.
1500 So. FRONT ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

EVERYTHING IN LUMBER
MILLWORK
SPECIALITIES

To be Dignified you must be
"Gommyfied"

Let us measure you now for your new Tuxedo for the Prom. We have all the things that go with it.

EVERYTHING FOR THE SOCIAL WEEK OF THE YEAR. FROM THE SHOES TO THE HAT.

HARPERS
Walk-Over
Shoes
1022 CHESTNUT ST.
1228 MARKET ST.

Walk-Over
Come to either of these two big shops and be personally fitted.
The biggest dollar that ever bought shoe leather.

You can see the price of this good-looking shoe. You have to wear it to know that famous Walk-Over shoe is the most comfortable and nearest fit. When you have had your money’s worth, you can still keep on wearing it. In any Walk-Over shoe at any price, each dollar covers more wear and comfort than any other dollar that ever bought shoe leather.

Good and Smooth Leather in the
Swankiest Models in town

$7 to $10

Ernest Scott, associate manager of football.

Ernest Thomas, stellar back, whose injury may keep him out of the Cornell game.

Two Pennsylvania crews finishing a late afternoon practice on the Schuylkill River.

Captain McGone, starting out as full-tackle one in the game with the Penn State eleven.